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Comments I would like to see more funding opportunities for equestrian interests in the county with in our parks such as Whipple Creek Regional park supporting the horse people in our county is important we have a large number of equestrians that need land set aside for trails that connect to each other and arenas trail skills courses, eventing areas, we have land that connects to the fairgrounds and need a crossing over 11th ave a light with cross walk for the trail will help doing this will open up the use of fairgrounds park land which has had plans for a trail course we are working with local bicycle groups also so that will be a shared use trail skills course that will educate the public and also be a possible area to fund raise for the trail repairs in the future groups like CCEHC and the Clark County Saddle Club work towards helping the horse industry grow in our county one of the major concerns is the amount of open space land that is gobbled up in developments with no regard to equestrians and is making it hard to protect what we do for the future